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A Journey Through Maturing Automation in
Banking and Financial Services

Introduction
• In 2017, Wells Fargo began their first ventures into the world of robotic automation.
• Following a pattern set by other shared services groups, it was determined that the robotics team would
exist as a centralized COE with localized federations servicing the larger business units.
• While early implementations were geared towards cost savings and efficiency, opportunities soon began to
pivot towards risk mitigation, customer satisfaction, revenue generation, and employee engagement.
• Currently, the team has necessarily grown beyond RDA/RPA, and is now offering solutions aligned to data
ingestion (OCR/ICR), as well as other advanced technologies including AI/ML/NLP.
• This presentation will provide a look at the journey undertaken within our bank, and to help highlight the
issues and risks unique to Banking and Financial Services.
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2017 / 2018 - Mobilizing

Tools
• Unattended RPA

Lifecycle
• Waterfall
• Intrusive PMO
Oversight

Operating
Model
• COE First
Established

Automation
Author
• Technology

Opportunity
Identification
• Bottom-Up

• Federations
Identified

Speed to Market
12 to 16 weeks

Findings and Transition to 2018 / 2019
• When looking for Unattended RPA-only
opportunities, much of what you find
are "singles & doubles“.
• Beware “bottom-up” ideas from the
business.
• Big, intrusive project methodologies are
the bane of automation's existence in
FSIs.

2018 / 2019 - Maturing

Tools

Lifecycle

• Unattended RPA

• Lightened PMO
methodology
more aligned to
automation
delivery lifecycles

• Attended RDA
• RPA with “Humanin-the-loop”

Operating
Model
• COE establishes
federation
guidelines

Automation
Author
• Technology

Opportunity
Identification
• Top-down

• Major lines of
business begin
federation

Speed to Market
8 - 12 weeks

Findings and Transition to 2019 / 2020
• Major issue at this juncture was facing
the maturity curve that needed to be
developed beyond simple
automation.
• The lifecycle, while better than
previous, still did not align to the
agility possible from automation.
• Our fall-off (projects stopped prior to
development) was still over 30%.

2019 / 2020 - Optimizing

Tools
• Unattended RPA
• Attended RDA
• RPA with “Humanin-the-loop”

Lifecycle
• Rapid Automation
Deployment

Operating
Model
• Major LOBs deliver
first independent
automations

Automation
Author

Opportunity
Identification

• Technology

• Top-down

• Process Designers
and Solution
Consultants for
Attended RDA

• Align to major
transformational
projects as
"bridge" solution

• OCR / ICR
• AI / ML / NLP

Speed to Market
6 - 8 weeks

Findings and Transition to Micro-Automations
Brings us to today. We now create
automations geared towards efficiency,
revenue generation, risk reduction, and
customer satisfaction.
• With all that has been accomplished
so far, automation is still in the hands
of a small number of our associates.
• How do we expand the authorship
and use of automation?

Property of PWC

2020 – Pivot to Micro-Automations

Tools
• Unattended RPA
• Attended RDA w/
MicroAutomations
• RPA with “Humanin-the-loop”

Lifecycle
• Business-led
Technology
Lifecycle

Operating
Model
• Federation
maturity continues
• Federations work
with business
operations groups
to identify “superusers”

Automation
Author

Opportunity
Identification

• Technology

Process vs. pain-point

• Addition of
“Super-users” to
develop MicroAutomations

• All top-down activities
continue
• Identification of “painpoints” and mundane
tasks

• OCR / ICR
• AI / ML / NLP
Speed to Market
Days….

Takeaways
• Federation is key – Banks have thousands of processes. No COE, no matter how well staffed, will be able to
identify the opportunities and carry them forward towards implementation.
• Move towards an agile lifecycle as quickly as possible, and front it with a pre-discovery phase to weed out
bad opportunities.
• Advance beyond basic attended and unattended automation, as you will quickly become data-bound.
Enhance your capabilities by integrating RDA/RPA with data digitization capabilities.
• Grow automation authorship beyond technology. While not appropriate for all automation tools, many can
and should be utilized within the business (with appropriate controls).
• After countless automations covering thousands of robots, you will still have only approached a small subset of the overall user community. Use micro-automations to enhance employee engagements for large
groups of employees.

